Rebel Basketball Team Is Well Prepared

By ROBERT MAXWELL

For some the number thirteen is said to be an unlucky one; for the Rebel Basketball team at VSC it is a most lucky omen, as they accumulated an eighteen point lead to win two loss record in a fast moving season of varied competition, with the thought ever most in their minds that their three years as C.I.A.C. Champs must be complimented by a fourth such honor. Why? Because Tommy Johnson, third row—Chester Dubberly, Ben Bates, Dennis Fike, Bobby Ritch, Tommy Mullins, Preston Hodges. 3rd row—Billy Gillis, Tom Stuckey, Chuck Bonnovitch, Tommy McFarland, Gary Colson, Jimmy Hunt.

Valdosta State College To Present "Four Preps"

Valdosta State will present the "Four Preps" in a two-hour concert in the college gym on Friday, January 24. 1964. The singing group is most famous for their imitations of the popular radio and Tin Pan Alley groups, such as "The Platters", the "Four Freshmen" and the "Electric Sixes." Their humor is nationally known.

They claim several golden records for such songs as "Dreamy Eyes," "26 Miles" and "Down by the Station." The Student Government of VSC is responsible for arranging this concert. Plans are being made for type entertainment and bring other "names." Tickets will be on sale at downtown stores in Valdosta.

Dean's List Includes 10% of Student Body

Dean, and Hajira. VSC students will be admitted for $1.00, if they present their student activities card that will not be able to purchase tickets until the night of the concert. Other tickets will be $1.50 for students and $2.00 for adults. Seating for 2,000 people is being arranged.

Atomic Exhibition Lent V S C

This year's first exhibit in the Powell Library at VSC is sponsored by the Atomic Energy Commission, and is entitled "Atoms In Action." It attempts to explain the many wonders of the "Nuclear Sixties." There is a scale model of the U. S. Savannah, the first nuclear powered commercial ship. The displays demonstrate such things as the splitting of the atom, the composition of the atom, the conversion of solid fuel into energy, and the numerous functions of radioisotopes. The exhibits graph the relationship between radioisotopes and nuclear physics to the activities of man.

It further explains the purposes and usefulness of atoms in the production of food, clothing, writing paper, soap, and other consumer goods. There is an explanation of radioisotopes being used to cure certain diseases. They have been used in blood diseases, cancer, overactive thyroid glands, and other functional diseases. The location of VSC atomic energy plants in the United States also are shown. The complete display is an excellent picture of the atomic energy output and progress in this country.

The exhibit will remain in the library until February 1, 1964.

VSC Placed On Qualified List

The American Association of University Women has for the first time placed Valdosta State College on its qualified list. (Continued on Page 2)
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Letters To The Editor

EDITOR'S NOTE:

It has been pointed out by many analysts that the Russians want our wheat primarily so they can make bread out of it. It seems that in that country they use bread as a staple food, and they have a fondness for grain to take care of the bread needs and some of their other needs.

It is sort of the same thing as Latin America running short of sugar and run as well or better than cane, and sugar is needed for each meal. It would be interesting for them to run out of this commodity.

Four of the creatures on your excellent summation of the subject, he just left out the part about the vodka that does at least make those of us feel better who are not开车.

We wouldn't be staring them as some of our illustrous politicians would have believe.

The Editor

Campus Canopy

Valdosta State College

Georgia

Dear Sir:

The United States has agreed to sell all of its American wheat to the Soviet Union.

History demonstrates that a country can be won by using every available tactic. The strategy of the United States has included the exploitation of propaganda and the weaknesses of the enemy.

In this case, however, the Soviet Union finds himself in a compromising position; really, at the mercy of Capitalism.
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The Circle K Club at VSC was open ensuite for the dedication ceremony. Mrs. Rose and Mrs. Charles Clark, Alumnae president, members of Gamma Xi Chapter and their mothers were escorted into this lovely home, which was open ensuite for the delightful occasion.

Miss Freda Ogletree served the guests in the dining room. The family room provided the perfect setting for socializing and conversation. After the refreshments, the daughters entertained the mothers by singing Circle K songs in their honor.

The AXD sorority extends a special thank you to the members of AXD for honoring the chapter members and their mothers at this occasion.

The Greens Were Hung

Monday, December 9, 1963, was an exciting day for the traditional “Hanging of the Greens” in the courtyard of Ashley Hall. This ceremony is sponsored annually by the Y.W.C.A.

This year’s program consisted of the prelude followed by a group singing “O Come, All Ye Faithful.” The senior girls stood holding white candles. The green wreaths were hung simultaneously.

Following the lighting of the candles, the ceremony consisted of the traditional “Hanging of the Greens” was read by Mr. Cheek.

While the senior girls hung wreaths at vantage points around the circle, the Junior girls hung green wreaths at the foot of the circle. This was not her first beauty title. She is 1st runner-up for Miss Southwest Georgia.

The holiday theme was carried out in beautiful and bountiful Christmas decorations as well as in the delicious Yuletide delicacies that were served.

The event was held in the college dining hall at five o’clock on Sunday, December 8. Hostesses for the season’s occasion were school administrators and faculty members.

The occasion will be remembered as a time of holiday enjoyment and high spirits.

Colson Speaks to Circle K

The Circle K Club at VSC was honored at its first meeting of the year by an inspiring talk delivered by Coach Colson of the Rebel basketball team. The members were most elated in their interest in the athletic department at the time and enthusiastically welcomed the speaker. Circle K members believe you reach a goal of one you will reach.

The Circle K Club awarded the athletic department a special thank you for their interest in the athletic department.

During the month of December the club had “drip buckles” placed in the club’s office to collect money to be used to buy a new car for the family in the Valdosta area who have a better Christmas.

A sophomore from Tifton and AD TT is Carol Ann Rainwater, Miss Pine Cone 1964. She is a honey blonde with brown eyes and is 5 ft and 4 inches tall. This is her first beauty title. She was 1st runner-up for Miss Southwest Georgia.

Miss Pine Cone 1964

Valdosta State College’s first student assembly speaker of the new year entertained the faculty and students with a well-prepared and executed talk on the uses of credit in the United States today.

Mr. Ben F. Cheek, Jr., president of Franklin Discount Company of Georgia, spoke on the “Intelligent Use of Credit.” Using primarily the situation normally at such an institution, he spoke of the various problems students will be in after completing college and acquiring a family as an example.

He told the group, “Most men and women want to become a father, but most don’t know how to be one.” “What are you looking for in life, in marriage, in school? Have you given any thought to the structure of your financial life in the future?”

Speaking further on the subject of credit, Mr. Cheek said, “Credit is not buying something you can’t afford, it is rather a matter of having affording credit only if you spend less than you are making.”

On the subject of borrowing, Mr. Cheek had a bit of advice to offer, “You have to pay back what you borrow, whether you spend it wisely or not.”

The speaker brought out the point that credit is not free, but a service which the consumer must pay for whether directly or indirectly.

This assembly recorded a large attendance figure than any other this year. VSC’s president Ralph Thompson warmly thanked the students for their interest and attention.

Colson Speaks to Circle K

Miss Pine Cone 1964

“The Glass Menagerie,” a play by Tennessee Williams, will be produced by the Sock and Bus.

Christmas Tea Well Performed

Highlighting the Christmas season on campus at VSC was the annual Faculty Tea. The event was held in the college dining hall at five o’clock on Sunday, December 8. Hostesses for the season’s occasion were school administrators and faculty members.

The holiday theme was carried out in beautiful and bountiful Christmas decorations as well as in the delicious Yuletide delicacies that were served.

The occasion will be remembered as a time of holiday enjoyment and high spirits.

“Glass Menagerie” Cast Is Chosen

“The Glass Menagerie,” a play by Tennessee Williams, will be produced by the Sock and Bus.
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Now its Pepsi

For those who think young

Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.

Valdosta, Georgia

Say “Pepsi Please”
By BEVERLY INGRAM

The Rebels have quite a basketball team! You've heard that before, of course, but have you seen a performance by this year's Rebel team?

Yes, I do mean performance. Anything can play basketball, but the Rebels turn up their performance in a game. Sometimes, all the players have excellent power in concentration. They have to or they'd go back with that same old same stuff. If the music they seem to be so fond of. Then there's the psychological advantage of having those men on the team. But all these things bring them to a level of excitement and enthusiasm.*

And naturally, the ones against string fouls out at a crucial moment when one of the first Rebel's appearance, the exciting doesn't keep interest up. This adds up to a lot of team spirit and winning play for the Rebels. But don't take my word for it. Go see the next Rebel game and see for yourself.

Student Poll Shows Interesting Results

By LEE HOBBS

There is a new way to relieve boredom of routine. Take a poll! Not a post hole but an opinion poll (Yes, like Mr. Gallop.) You will be amazed at the personalities that a sheet of paper will reveal. As an example of the fun one can have with a company poll, here are the results of a recent student poll of 170 people at VSC on the following topics. All individuals who wrote in answers, I'm sorry that your words are not noticed. But what a hunk of gold! Let's see what a real poll can do. A new looking revelation we're really seeing is some very interesting results.

The first four questions aren't really surprising. No conclusions are reached by the 170 students involved in this poll. They were 63 girls and 24 boys that feel that Freshmen should have a car on campus; 19 girls and 14 boys do not; and 9 girls and 6 boys don't care. 19 girls and 19 boys who say students with below a "C" average should have cars; 50 girls and 22 boys say they shouldn't; and 19 girls and 4 boys are not concerned. 1 girl felt that prices of parking permits should be raised: 73 girls and 33 boys said yes; 35 boys; of 44 boys, 24 boys don't care. 12 girls and 12 boys plan to see or have seen "Cleopatra"; 73 girls and 35 boys; of 44 boys, 24 don't plan to read Lord of the Flies, while 52 girls and 20 men have it on their list. Perhaps they plan to see the movie.

Every kind of music is someone's favorite but the most popular is "popular" with 44 girls and 24 boys choosing it. Next in line is folk with 5 girls and 9 boys, next is classical and 4. I should very much like to hear some "flat getting it" music and some "dog" music. Perhaps the one person who said "white bread" meant that he had no favorite, not that he didn't like music.

To the old age question of skirt lengths: 11 girls, 5 boys say "too short"; 35 girls say too long, and 78 girls and 32 boys say "just right." This should suggest something.

How much do college students read the paper? 19 girls read it daily, 5 girls and 1 boy on Sunday, 26 girls and 5 fellows Seldon, and 6 girls and one boy "never." Those seven people won't know that this is an exciting day, however, so someone let them know.

As an indication that VSC students take their citizenship seriously, 75 girls and 35 boys plan to vote in the next election. 9 girls and 5 boys say no; and 4 girls and 2 boys are undecided. Of the five that say no, one will be too young —he's from Florida.

This contributes to the interest and well being of any situation — even a poll, meant 71 at 19 boys who have been in love; 6 boys have not; and 13 girls and 8 boys thought so. I suggest that the 6 boys contact the 7 girls who have never been in love. For the "I thought so's", it's a good thing you found out in time.

It will be especially interesting to find that 82 girls and 77 boys say they would like to get an education while 4 girls and 4 boys are following parents' ideas. 2 boys came to get married and only 4 girls; 3 find it a status symbol.

The findings of the next inquiry is questionable as one views the careless stream of Rah, Rahs on girls and boys and the not so tired bows at the necklines. There were 5 girls and 38 boys who sometimes follow fads; 2 girls and 4 boys never; and 3 girls and 3 boys always —All hail gold cup sox!

Study time allotment in the busy schedule of college extra-curricular activities is limited by 12 girls and 9 boys who spend very little time at it; by 76 girls and 36 boys said enough to pass; and 45 girls and 21 boys who try to do their best.

The final question asked if time spent on liberal arts programs in the junior college were wasted—76 girls and 26 boys said one should follow 2 liberal arts program, but 14 girls and 16 boys said that one can spend the time in concentrated study in his field. Exclamation points and extra circles were used for emphasis and suggest that several of the boys are emphatic about time "wasted" in liberal arts study.

BOTANY MONOTONY

by JOHN C. ROBERTS
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Thermo-Jac’s — Calico Plaid and Beaten Denim as seen in February SEVENTEEN have just arrived at Jackie's College Cupboard True Junior Sizes 3 through 13 P. S. Blue Poohs also arrived.
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